ws bpel 2.0 for soa composite applications with oracle soa - this book is a comprehensive guide that shows developers how to design and develop business processes in bpel efficiently throughout the book the authors discuss important concepts and show real world examples covering oracle soa suite 11g and related products, server subsystem failed. reason java lang - our admin server of the osb development environment failed to restart because of a full disk after cleaning up the admin server still wouldn't start resulting in the next stack, using db adapter in soa suite 12c wasley souza blog - when you have a bpel process and it needs to perform an operation on a database table for example insert an employee you have to use the database adapter the database adapter exposes to soa tables and sql transparently and non intrusively in this post i will create a bpel process to insert, register for an account packt books - register for an account with packt helping the world put software to work in new ways don't forget to sign up for our deal of the day, java oracle soa blog high availability load balancer - oracle weblogic application server has a lot of features to make your web applications or web services scalable and high available to achieve scalability you can add managed servers to a wls cluster and high availability can be achieved by server and service migration, amazon com parallel programming books - online shopping for parallel programming from a great selection at books store, drools jbpm reactive incremental graph reasoning with - today mario got a first working version for incremental reactive graphs with drools this means people no longer need to flatten their models to a purely relational representation to get reactivity, collection oriented match for massively parallel drools 6 - with multi cores becoming ever cheaper the desire to push drools into parallel processing is increasing we've already added rulebase partitioning which helps throughput for cep type problems but that doesn't solve the parallel matching, instalala o do oracle webcenter portal parte 7 oracle - para finalizar a cria o do ambiente de desenvolvimento do oracle webcenter portal nesta s tima parte do tutorial ser realizada a instala o do componente oracle webcenter content, arquitectura orientada a servicios wikipedia la - origen los modelos de desarrollo han ido evolucionando con el paso de los a os en los a os 80 aparecieron los modelos orientados a objetos en los 90 aparecieron los modelos basados en componentes y en la actualidad han aparecido los modelos orientados a servicios.
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